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 perforating systems have been specifically developed to provide the
SPEEDI~TEAR
rapid release of ‘RIP-OFF STRIPS/KNOCKOUT PANELS’ on Self Shipper Display cases,
performance packaging and Shelf/Retail Ready boxes.
SPEEDI~TEAR
 has been created from the needs of packaging designers, box makers,
cutting rule suppliers, die makers, brand owners and retail end users. This consultation
process has allowed our perforation experts to
innovate this unique perforating system.
SPEEDI~TEAR
 perforating systems provide a
unique balance of both accurate and clean tear
lines on rapid and easy to remove panel sections,
whilst maintaining box strength. These features
are often compromised when using current and
conventional perforating technology.
 has applied scientific
SPEEDI~TEAR
principles to each rule design to provide individual tooth and gap profiles to suit all
corrugated flutes. These profiles are readily available for application with 2pt/3pt rules for
flatbed die-cutting and 4pt rules for rotary conversion. 6pt rules are manufactured to order.
SPEEDI~TEAR
 selection could not be easier for both the designer and die maker, simply
specify the flute type being used and determine which direction the perforating line follows.
WF (WITH FLUTE direction)
and
XF (CROSS FLUTE direction)
E.g.: 3pt 0.937” Flatbed Rule - SPEEDI~TEAR
 BWF
This is for use on B flute – with flute applications
Edge quality of a box manufactured using
Conventional Perforating Systems

Edge quality of a box
manufactured using the
TM
SPEEDI~TEAR
Perforating System

 BXF
4pt 0.970” Rotary Rule - SPEEDI~TEAR
This is for use on B flute – cross flute applications
(NB: product performance can vary according to actual corrugated board specification)

Both These Examples Were Produced From Rotary Die Cutting Machines

SPEEDI~TEAR
 allows the box makers for the first time to fulfil both the designer’s
vision and the brand owner’s requirements. Through innovation SPEEDI~TEAR
 provides
the highest quality cosmetic solution, while maintaining essential box functions.
For further information or assistance, please contact us at

www.speeditear.com

Info@speeditear.com
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